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CODES OF THE STARS 

 

In the Earth-based, natural way to count time by the sky, the “new year” begins each year at the day and 

time when the Moon meets up with the Sun again in the sign of Aries, the first sign of the zodiac.  This 

count is reflected in the ancient Medicine Wheel of indigenous tradition, and is also visible in the sky 

through the ancient astrological tradition.  The New Moon in Aries is the natural time of the beginning of 

a new year, as this is the time of planting.  The natural cycle of life and growth begins (is seeded or 

planted) and continues to grow through the year -- through one cycle of life experience. 

 

The degree or “location” in the sky where the Moon and Sun conjunct in Aries changes each year.   

 

Each of the 360 degrees of the zodiac carries a specific archetypal energetic or “frequency” that effects 

(or “grows”) life in a specific way.   

 

Events and experiences in life follow this “code of the stars,” which amplifies the potential for certain 

types of things to happen on certain days.   

 

The degree of the New Moon in Aries starts out the new year and determines the energetic theme of 

the coming year.  It tells us the primary dynamic that will be in effect to “grow” us over the year. 

 

THE SABIAN SYMBOLS: THEN AND NOW 

 

The nature or energetic theme of each of the 360 degrees of the zodiac can be described by a symbol – 

an image.  Ancient texts tell us that the mathematician/astronomer-sky watchers of Mesopotamia 

(specifically modern-day Iraq), known as the Sabians, had the knowledge of the nature of each of the 

360 degrees of the zodiac.  They had the “key to the code” – the code of the themes that develop 

consciousness, the code of the development of life.  This code is called the “Sabian Symbols.”  

 

We do not know what became of the Sabians’ symbols, but are they known to the Illuminati, the 

globalists of the cabal who do much more than dabble in the occult?  Was the code of the Sabian 

symbols retained deeply in the shadows or remnants of the Knights Templar, the Rosicrucians, the 

priesthood of the Zaddakim, or the like?   

 

If so, has it been used by the cabal to socially engineer us? 

 

There are many questions.  What we do know is that in 1925, a clairvoyant of high repute received or 

“channeled” a modern version of the Sabian symbols.  She received a symbol or image for each of the 

360 degrees of the zodiac.   



 

This was no ordinary channeling.  The symbols that psychic Elsie Wheeler channeled and astrologer 

Marc Edmund Jones documented in 1925, have been the focus of intensive study by astrologers ever 

since.  This is what makes this channeling different.  There is almost one hundred years of data behind it.  

This data shows, beyond a doubt, that there is indeed efficacy in the symbols in the ability to predict 

what has high potential to transpire at any given time.  The Oracle Report is a daily briefing of potential 

energetics, based on my own study of the Sabian symbols over the past fourteen years.  The archives are 

a repository of data that can correlate predominant energetics to historical and personal events. 

 

This year, the New Moon in Aries occurs at 6:24 pm ET/10:24 pm UT on April 7, 2016, and will 

“discharge” the energetic of 19 Aries and the modern-day Sabian symbol of “the magic carpet of 

Oriental imagery.” 

 

This symbol gives us the energetic theme for the solar-lunar month that begins on April 7 and remains in 

effect all year long.  It provides clues to what we will see over the coming new year. 

 

One needs a magic carpet for two things only: 1) an adventure, or 2) to ride high above what is 

happening on the ground. 

 

THE MAGIC CARPET (RIDE) 

 

A magic carpet is only helpful if used – if ridden.  Thus, the Sabian symbol of “the magic carpet of 

Oriental imagery” implies that we will go on a ride or an adventure (or both). 

 

As the solar-lunar New Year prepares to begin, we see where we are now, as the current solar-lunar year 

prepares to end.  The Sabian symbol for the current solar-lunar year that began on April 18, 2015 and 

ends on April 6, 2016, is “the music of the spheres.” In combination with other astrological dynamics, 

the 2015 Aries New Moon marked the shift point in human consciousness, a recalibration, if you will.  

The recalibration or “The Awakening” overtook the cabal’s agenda.  In multiple ways and from many 

directions, masses of people began to see the wider version of the nature of reality on our planet. 

 

On April 18, 2015, the New Moon in Aries/start of the new solar-lunar year/beginning of the year of 

shift, the Hundredth Monkey Effect took hold within the collective mind of humanity.  The truth about 

the global elite and the unraveling of their control systems began to be understood on a grand scale.  

People on different sides of the spectrum began to come together.  The Spirit of Liberty rose from the 

grassroots – from the ground (the Earth, Gaia Sophia) up, and continues.  Humanity is uniting. 

 

Global controllers respond to this with agendas and attempts to regain the control they are losing.  Their 

plans are suffering.  Most likely, their responses will make for a “bumpy road” for everyone, including 

them, in the year ahead.   

 

A magic carpet would be very useful to rise above a bumpy road. 

 



We might also like a map to help us understand where we are and where we are going.  We are in luck 

because the Sabian symbols for each of the New Moons after the Aries New Moon provide just this kind 

of direction. 

 

THE SCENE AHEAD 

 

Here is a look ahead at the Magic Carpet Ride of Solar-Lunar Year 2016 with the New Moons in the signs 

and the mission of each month’s energetics: 

 

ARIES:  April 7, 2016  

19 Aries - “the magic carpet of Oriental imagery” 

MISSION: to help us transcend worries, challenges, issues, and crumbling structures 

*This is the primary dynamic for the entire year, enabling us to transcend whatever develops over the 

year.  A month of shift (since Aries is a cardinal sign, and major shifts in consciousness occur during lunar 

months that are the cardinal signs of Aries, Cancer, Libra, and Capricorn). 

 

TAURUS:  May 6, 2016 

17 Taurus – “a symbolical battle between ‘swords and torches’” 

MISSION:  to help us become enlightened to our own battles and also to life of a “higher order” (one 

that serves all of humanity) 

*This month will be pivotal.  The potential for war or aggression is extremely high.  A “Clash of the 

Titans” could reverberate.  Changes or “bumpiness” with banking or finance could ensue during this 

lunar month.  Conflict and the potential for war is higher.  All of this ultimately serves to rectify and 

realign human consciousness with what is right, fair, good, and just. 

 

GEMINI:  June 4, 2016 

15 Gemini – “two Dutch children talking” 

MISSION: to help the East and the West open up to each other  

*The globalists may intervene in a futile attempt to prevent the inevitable unity of the people of the 

West (as represented by the United States) and the people of the East (as represented by Russia). 

 

CANCER:  July 4, 2016 

14 Cancer – “a very old man facing a vast dark space to the northeast” 

MISSION: to provide clear purpose and direction, especially as things may feel daunting 

*This month is a shift month (dramatic shifts in consciousness).  Russia is highlighted.  The Great Void of 

Creation provides what we need to see.  The potential for false flag attacks is higher.  We gain a higher 

truth. 

 

LEO:  August 2, 2016 

12 Leo – “an evening lawn party of adults 

MISSION:  to help us put down differences and see a road of peace (of mind, of heart, in the world). 

*This dynamic tends to ease things up.  It may be a nice “energetic break” after the shifting that occurs 

the previous month. 

 



VIRGO:  September 2, 2016 

10 Virgo – “two heads looking out and beyond the shadows” 

MISSION:  to help us see beyond duality, beyond divide and conquer efforts 

*In July, one “head” or person was “facing a vast dark space,” and now we have “two heads” seeing 

beyond shadows.  Both East and West may have to face down the shadow side (the globalist cabal) 

during September.  The symbol implies a degree of unity between the two “heads.” 

 

LIBRA:  September 30, 2016 

09 Libra – “three old masters hanging in a special room in an art gallery” 

MISSION: to provide demonstrations or illustrations of truth 

*Historically, masters of art are considered those who can most accurately portray real life through 

paint.  The goal is to make images that are true to life.  The month of October, notorious for surprises, is 

designed to bring the truth to light.  The previous month involved “two heads,” but now another enters 

the scene, as the symbol images three people.  A third-party may intervene.  This is also a cardinal lunar 

month -- a shift month. 

 

SCORPIO:  October 30, 2016 

08 Scorpio – “the Moon shining across a lake” 

MISSION: to help us reflect in order to empower us 

*A lot has come to light by this time in the Year of the Magic Carpet Ride.  We go through an internal 

process of reevaluation of all that has happened.  Fortitude is strengthened.  The heart (our feelings) 

leads us.  What is aligned with the value of life, love, and liberty ripples out into the field of the 

collective consciousness. 

 

SAGITTARIUS: November 29, 2016 

08 Sagittarius – “deep within the depths of the Earth, new elements are being formed” 

MISSION: to help us create the Second Renaissance 

*The gravity and magnitude of this energy crumbles people, places, and things that are not in alignment 

with nature and the inherent good nature of humankind.  The Goddess wells up to teach lessons.  

Foundations and paradigms are rocked.  The Earth may rock more this month.  The agendas of 

“transhumanism” (going beyond our humanity, shedding or losing our humanity) are reversed, as a 

paradigm of “interhumanism” (becoming more human, embracing or finding our humanity) blossoms.  

Overall, what develops in our lives and in the world is the stuff of which the Second Renaissance, the 

rebirth of freedom and civilization based on the values of life, liberty, and love is built. 

 

CAPRICORN:  December 29, 2016 

09 Capricorn – “an angel carrying a harp” 

MISSION: to help us create harmony 

*This month greatly furthers the year’s mission to help us transcend turmoil, conflict, or dissonance.  

Peace (of mind, of heart, in the world) seeks to be restored.  Spiritual connection is strengthened, 

providing sanctuary.  People come together as a force.  The highest octaves of what we thought was 

possible are transcended.  This is a very powerful month, and is a shift month. 

 

AQUARIUS:  January 27, 2017 



09 Aquarius – “a flag is seen turning into an eagle” 

MISSION: to help us transform 

*This month, the Magic Carpet Ride turns into what feels like a completely different ride.  The way 

things used to be are not the way they are now.  We see what it has taken to transcend the trouble, 

consternation, and strife of a crumbling control system.  United, we speak.  United, we stand.  We hold 

the line and the standard of expectation for civilized beings.  This is a visionary time. 

 

PISCES:  February 26, 2017 

09 Pisces – “the race begins: intent on outdistancing his rivals, a jockey spurs his horse to great speed” 

MISSION:  to help us prevail 

*This month is critical.  Even though it is not a New Moon in a cardinal sign, shifts will be quite evident.  

We want to be prepared to go the distance.  The fast pace of this energy is unparalleled within the 

Sabian symbols.  It tests endurance to the brink.  Knowing this in advance helps us plan our resources 

and energy in order to keep the pace, but reminds us to hold back some reserves for the end.  Further 

serious degradation of the crumbling control systems is experienced.  The underdog always wins with 

this energetic.  In the end, goodness prevails.  This we know. 

 

The “fall of the cabal” means the “rise of humanity.”  As the world grounds seem to shift beneath our 

feet, we rise above the fray for an elevated view.  This year, we transcend a myriad of things that have 

limited and controlled us, all the while remaining securely linked to Mother Earth and the cycles of the 

Moon and Sun.   

 

Are you ready for renaissance?  Your magic carpet awaits. 

 

COMING NEXT IN THE SERIES - THE MAGIC CARPET RIDE OF SOLAR-LUNAR YEAR 2016 

PART 2: PLUTO MAKES 2016 THE NEW 1776 

 

Note for clarity:  If a New Moon takes place at 50 or more arc minutes into the degree, I look to the next 

degree for the next Sabian symbol.  For example, the Cancer New Moon occurs at 12 Cancer 53 (the 

Sabian symbol for 13 Cancer, as the degree is always “rounded up”).  Since it happens 53 arc minutes 

into 13 Cancer and is a New Moon, the next degree, 14 Cancer is used.  I only apply this to New Moons, 

and the reason is that energy moves in waves.  New Moons are about new energies.  It has been my 

experience that New Moons lean heavily toward the next degree when the conjunction of the Sun and 

Moon is 50+ arc minutes into a degree.  Most of the degree’s energy has already been discharged, and 

the new degree’s energy is building.  We always build on the new at the New Moon. 

 
Copyright Laura Walker 2016.  All rights reserved.  Permission to repost is freely given with credit to 
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